346-55024 - ACCU-CHEK CONNECT - 15 SEC – PEDIATRIC MORE THAN A SELFIE - 02-29-2016

1
SCN: >
 Begin scene in kitchen, cropped close on a mother’s face

looking at phone. She has just received a text notification. After
seeing it she has a slight look of concern. >

VO:
SFX: Text notification sound and text bubble pop-up
MUSIC: minimalist ambient music

5
SCN: >
 cut to close-up of screen showing girl taking a bite of apple.

The shutter release on screen is the connect logo. Girl’s thumb
pushes the Connect logo >[click sound] Still frame, slight Ken
Burns effect zoom out>

VO:
SFX: click sound on tap
MUSIC:

2
SCN: >
 cut back to mid waist up shot of mom texting a reply>
VO:
SFX:
MUSIC:

3
SCN: >
 Cut to tight shot of girl looking at phone in one hand, other

4
SCN: >
 cut to medium shot of girl taking a bite out of an apple while

VO: Woman voice: When is a selfie more than…
SFX: text bubble pop-up
MUSIC: minimalist ambient music

VO: …just a selfie?
SFX:
MUSIC:

6
SCN: >purple flash transistion >
VO:
SFX:
MUSIC:

7
SCN: >
 cut to quick medium shot of mom looking at phone. >
VO:
SFX: text notification sound
MUSIC:

8
SCN: >cut to close-up shot of mom’s phone with girl’s response on

hand is off screen. Gives a slight smile, begins texting with her
thumb >

at the same time raising her phone up to take a selfie with the
other >

screen. “already ahead of U. pic >

VO: When it helps me worry a little less about my …
SFX:
MUSIC:
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The meter

The app

Android, Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.; Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of
Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.; The Bluetooth® word mark
and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Roche is under license.

9
SCN: >
 cut to medium shot of mom looking up from phone with
a reassured smile on her face, speaking to camera. >

VO: ... child’s diabetes.
SFX:
MUSIC:

10
SCN: >
 cut to hero shot of AC Connect meter and app. Slow
zoom in and center on meter. >

VO: Male narrator: Introducing the Accu-Chek
Connect meter and app...
SFX: Trademark footer: Android, Google Play and the Google

Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.; Apple and the Apple
logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and
other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.; The
Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks
owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by
Roche is under license.

Meter results are sent
to your child’s smartphone

Transmission limitations of text messaging may not always allow for
real-time patient monitoring.

11
SCN: > cut to girl holding meter in hand. Title bar wipes

onto screen with AC Connect logo and meter screen
description. Phone with app on screen shown in
background in other hand. Data transfer screen on
meter.>

VO: It automatically generates texts..
SFX: Title bar
MUSIC:

MUSIC: Music hits last note

accu-chek.com/connect

accu-chek.com/connect

13
SCN: >
 cut back to medium shot of mom looking at camera
with a reassured smile on her face>

VO: ... with peace of mind...
SFX:		 logo, web address
MUSIC:

14
SCN: Cut to mom holding phone showing 3 day profile tool on
screen >

VO: …and a (clear) snapshot...
SFX: Title bar with logo, click sound
MUSIC: Last note sustains…

Auto-generated texts
are sent right to yours

accu-chek.com/connect

15
SCN: >
 Cut to child smiling in a goofy selfie on phone screen.
VO: ...of your child’s diabetes.
SFX: Title bar with logo, click sound
MUSIC: …and fades at end

12
SCN: > cut to phone in mom’s hand showing bG results in text
message from child. >

VO: of results, providing you...
SFX: Title bar
Footnote text (“Transmission limitations of
text messaging may not always allow for realtime patient monitoring.”)—Fade in color
background to make footnote legible.
MUSIC:

